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I. INTRODUCTION

Welcome to PEP’s Employee Feedback Analysis (EFA) module. The objective of EFA is to encourage
more effective manager/employee dialogue and to monitor the results. This process should
provide information to significantly improve methods and procedures in the overall operation and
in the PEP Program. EFA also streamlines the overall editing process and the amount of manager
and clerical processing time.
The Employee Feedback Analysis module consists of two parts:
•

EMPLOYEE ON-SCREEN REVIEW: Using a revised employee on-screen review panel allows
data to be entered into PEP from the screen and, if desired, have managers make the
changes directly.

•

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS: Automatically lets employees know if any changes have been made
to their data.

The EFA module is loaded with new features including the following:
•

A tablet computer can be used to work with employees on the production floor

•

Working with the employees, managers select pre-defined reasons for editing actions

•

The PEP Transaction file is automatically updated from the manager’s On-Screen entries

•

Validations and Corrections can be made on a continuous basis until the week is closed

•

“Rubber-stamping” will be virtually eliminated by reviewing the various Reason Codes

•

Timeliness is improved by having editing done electronically

•

Manager editing time is reduced by eliminating duplicate work

•

Data entry for editing is virtually eliminated in the PEP Office

•

Action oriented input details are provided to carefully monitor corrections and validations
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•

Summarized reports highlight manager effectiveness and system strengths and weaknesses

•

Employees are assured that they are informed when changes are made to their data

•

PDF archived files provide foolproof documentation of past changes

Employee On-Screen Review data and Push Notifications are processed every time PEP is
updated. The EFA process and the many new features do not alter the way PEP is currently run.
The 9/01/20 upgrade should be installed even if there is no intention to proceed with the EFA
module.
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II. HOW TO USE EFA: SIMILARITIES & DIFFERENCES IN THE PEP EDITING PROCESS
For the most part, the current requirements for PEP editing remain the same, however, EFA
streamlines the process and automatically accumulates additional valuable information. The
process of obtaining the Daily Activity Sheets and having those source documents available for
editing should be the same as currently used. PEP updating and sending information to the
network should also be the same as is currently being done and all existing reports will be available.
In this chapter, the most important differences are in bold-italics.
A. DAILY EDIT REPORT
The Daily Edit Report (Report 2) remains the same. It still uses the management by exception
principle to highlight extraordinarily high and low employees to help managers focus on areas that
need the most attention, as well as listing any incorrect data. This assures that excessive incentives
are not being paid and shows where action needs to be taken to get low performers up to an
acceptable level. It is important this report continues to be used to guarantee appropriate actions
are being taken by PEP Center managers and the PEP Office.

B. WORKING WITH EMPLOYEES TO VALIDATE OR MAKE CORRECTIONS (MOBILITY)
Mangers will continue to work with employees to validate or make corrections for employees listed
on the Edit Report. However, using Employee On-Screen Review, validations or corrections can be
made on the screen, reviewed with the employee, and submitted directly into PEP. If managers
have tablet computers, Employee On-Screen Review can be called up on the tablet, changes
made, and reviewed with employees on the production floor.

C. REASONS FOR HIGH/LOW VALIDATIONS OR CORRECTIONS
One of the biggest changes in the editing process is to provide a pre-defined list of reasons for the
validations or the corrections. The managers select reasons from the list and the information
goes into a database that is used to monitor the editing process and to provide information for
improving operations.
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D. AUTO NOTIFICATION OF CHANGES TO THE EMPLOYEES AND THOROUGH ARCHIVING
If the employees so desire, they can receive either a text or email to show changes that have been
made to their data and the impact on their Productivity Index. This is automatically done each
time PEP is updated and the changes entered into the PEP program. A PDF Image of the
Calculation Sheet is automatically archived for each employee where a data change has occurred.

E. NECESSARY PEP OFFICE PARTICIPATION
The PEP Office is still responsible to see that edits are being made properly. Since this is the first
time in PEP that changes can be made outside the PEP Office, monitoring of these changes is
imperative. This is facilitated by having a new report (Report 130) available to monitor all the
details of the changes, including the old & new PEP data and the manager that made the
changes. In addition, the PEP Office is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide EFA training for managers and employees
Make normal corrections to edits before sending to the network
If necessary, Suspend, Close or Re-open Data Entry
Complete edits that could not be done by the managers
Maintain Reason Codes, Sign-Ons and Push Notification contact data
Perform regular updates and extracts to Network
F. USING NEW REPORTS TO MINE VALUABLE DATA

New reports (Reports 132 – 134) are now also available to obtain valuable data to improve
operations. These reports detail changes by employee, by manager and by reason codes.
*

*

*

*

Manager validations & corrections are automatically loaded into PEP and Push Notifications sent
to employees every time an update is made. Similarly to what’s currently done, the PEP “X” Node
computer will have the most recent file with corrected edits after each update. However, the
updated file will not be available to the network computers until the extract to network is run.
Prior to extracting to the network, changes can be made on the PEP “X” Node computer through
PEP Employee On-Screen Review. Using Employee On-Screen Review, rather than changing the
PEPTRAN file, means the editing activity will be included in the various reports.
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III. SETTING UP EMPLOYEE ON-SCREEN REVIEW
Prior to activating the EFA module, two setup actions are required by the PEP Office:
•
•

Reason Codes
Sign-Ons

These actions are described in the following two sections. All the setup requirements can be done
in advance of activating EFA. The management team can then review Reason Codes and SignOns, and when comfortable, implement the EFA module by selecting “Activate” as described in
Chapter IV.
A. REASON CODES
A major benefit of using the EFA module is to track “the reasons” that productivity levels are too
high or low, or why errors have to be corrected. The PEP Office and the management team can
analyze this information to identify opportunities to improve operating efficiency and PEP.
The first step in this process is to survey the PEP Center managers and employees and identify the
most frequent reasons for high or low productivity levels, or why errors occur. Using this survey, a
list of reasons can be developed for High & Low Validations and Corrections. A maximum of 14
reasons can be created for each situation. Reason codes 15 (O) and 16 (P) are permanently named.
The “O” code is selected where no pre-defined Reason Code is applicable. If a description is then
given by the user, the Reason Code will remain “O”. If no description is given, the program will
automatically change the reason to “P”. In addition, if no pre-defined codes are selected, the
program will automatically assign “P” as the Reason Code. For sample Reason Codes, see
Appendix A.
1. Setting Up Reason Codes
To set up reasons, go to menu 470 and select the appropriate option. Menu 470 is only accessible
on an “X” Node computer. The selected Reason Code screen will appear. There can only be one
set of Reason Codes for each Building.
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As an example, displayed below is the Low Validations Reason Code screen:

Each Reason Code description can have a maximum of 35 characters. As you finish each Reason
Code, press Enter or Tab to move to the next code. If a description uses all 35 characters, the
cursor will automatically move to the next code. If you want to re-start the screen, press the F9
key. To print a hard copy of the Reason Codes descriptions, press the End key. To exit the screen
and write the records into the PEP file, press Enter to save the changes and then press F10 to go to
the next category or F1 to return to the main menu.
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2. Maintaining Reason Codes
If you want to re-word a code, the history will remain. If you delete a code, the history will be
removed. A Reason Code can be removed by putting the cursor on that Reason Code and pressing
the F7 key. The description will be changed to red and a “Delete” note will appear on the top of
the screen. When the new week is started, the deleted Reason description will be removed from
the screen and all the history will be deleted. The code can then be reused for a new reason.
When a Reason Code has been deleted, it will no longer be available on the network after the
network has been updated.

B. USER SIGN-ONS
To set up the EFA Sign-Ons for EFA, go to menu 480. Menu 480 is only accessible on an “X” Node
computer. Access to this menu requires a password. Type the password “105EFA” in the password
pop-up to view the following menu:
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1. Setting Up Sign-Ons
Then select menu option 1 to enter the various authorized EFA Sign-Ons:

•

Sign-On: Enter the Sign-On for various authorized personnel in this field. The Sign-On is a
maximum of 6 alpha-numeric characters but an embedded blank space (such as “J Finn”)
will not be accepted. There will be no difference between upper or lower case characters
in a Sign-On.

•

Name: Enter the authorized person’s name that will appear on printed Employee
Calculation Sheets and the EFA History reports.

•

Comment: This is an optional field where you can enter any notes such as the PEP Center
or Shift that the User is normally responsible for.

2. Maintaining Sign-Ons
The data in each of the three fields can be modified at any time. The only constant field is the 3digit ID#. If you want to change any of the Sign-On information, the history will remain. If you
delete a Sign-On, the history will be removed. A Sign-On can be removed by putting the cursor on
that Sign-On and pressing the F7 key. The Sign-On information will be changed to red and a
“Delete” message will appear on the top of the screen. When the new week is started, the deleted
Sign-On will be removed from the screen and all history will be deleted. The 3-digit ID number can
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then be reused for a new Sign-On. When a Sign-On has been deleted, it will no longer be
available on the network after the network has been updated.
Existing Sign-Ons can also be changed, if for some reason, the Sign-On has been compromised. In
this case, only the Sign-On needs to be re-entered. Any new Sign-Ons or changes to existing SignOns will take effect the next time the network files are updated.
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IV. OPERATING EMPLOYEE ON-SCREEN REVIEW

A. TURNING EFA DATA ENTRY MODULE ON/OFF AND SUSPENDING DATA ENTRY
Screen 426 is used to Deactivate (or Activate), Suspend (or Re-Open) and Close Week (or Re-open
Week). Using the options on this screen does not interfere with PEP Processing; it simply creates
the status for remote data entry. As an example, selecting Close Week does not close the PEP
Week, it simply closes the remote data entry and results in the message “Week ## Closed”. In
addition, in PEP when a week is closed, or in Auto-Processing when Final and End-of-Week is
selected, PEP will automatically close the week for remote data entry. When the new week is
started, PEP will automatically re-open remote data entry once the network is updated.
At installation, the EFA module is not usable until it is activated. However, setup information such
as Reason Codes, Manager Sign-Ons and Push Notification information can be done before EFA is
activated. Once the EFA module is activated, the PEP Office still has the ability to suspend or close
the data entry process through menu 426 “EFA: Deactivate, Suspend, Close” (i.e., Main Menu
option 4, then sub-menu option 2 and then sub-menu option 6). Selecting any of the options on
menu 426 will not delete any data or any Reason Code, Manager Sign-On information or Push
Notification data. Menu 426 is only accessible on the X-Node computer.

The Current Status of remote data entry is shown on the top of the screen. As an example in the
screen print above, the Current Status is “Open”. Based on the Current Status, the screen will grayCook & Associates | Management Consultants – Rev: 10/14/21
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out options not available for that status condition. In other words, it will not permit selection of
those grayed-out options. As an example in the sample screen print, the status is “Open” and
options 1, 3, and 5 are available for selection. The following summarizes each of the menu options.
1. Deactivate: During installation, the EFA module is set to “Deactivate”. After activating EFA,
option 1 can be used if it is desired to once again deactivate the program. Select option 1 and
press Enter to deactivate EFA. Starting a New Week will not change the Deactivate status – it
can only be changed by selecting option 2.
2. Activate: After setting up the Reason Codes and Manager Sign-Ons, the EFA Module is ready to
be activated. Select option 2 and press Enter to activate EFA. You will not have to re-activate
EFA when you start a new week.
3. Suspend Data Entry: There may be times when the PEP Office wants to temporarily stop
managers from submitting validations or corrections. For example, the PEP Office may have
finished running an update and wants to review previous EFA submissions before accepting any
new entries. In this case, select option 3 and press Enter to suspend EFA data entry. Anyone
trying to log in to submit a validation or correction will see the message: “Input Temporarily
Suspended”. If the PEP Office has suspended data entry and then decides to close the week,
the status will be changed to Closed and a manager trying to submit a correction or validation
will see the message “Week ## Closed”.
4. Re-open Data Entry: To re-open data entry, select option 4 and press Enter. When a new PEP
Week is started, re-opening EFA data entry will automatically occur.
5. Close Week: When it is desired to close the week, select option 5 and press Enter. Anyone
trying to log in to submit a validation or correction will see the message: “Week ## Closed”. If a
manager sees this message but has a correction or validation that still needs to be submitted,
they should contact the PEP Office and request the week to be reopened.
6. Re-Open Week: To re-open the week, select option 6 and press Enter (the standard procedure
for restoring a previous week must be followed before trying to reopen a previous week’s
data entry). When a new PEP Week is started, re-opening EFA data entry will automatically
occur. However, if a previous week’s On-Screen file is still on the network, PEP will
automatically check whether Validations or Corrections are being submitted for the current
week and reject any changes to a closed week.
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B. LOGGING IN & OUT

The Employee Feedback Analysis module can only be accessed by personnel who have been
assigned a User Sign-On. To use the EFA module in Employee On-Screen, double-click the shortcut
on the desktop. When the screen appears, use the following steps to log in or log out:
1. Log In: Click on the “File” option in the top toolbar. A pull-down list will appear with the
options for “Log In” and “Exit”.

Click “Log In” and a pop-up screen will appear to type in your User Sign-On. Then click “Ok” to
finish logging in or “Cancel” to exit the window without logging in.
2. Log Out: There are two ways to log out of the EFA module. If you are finished using Employee
On-Screen for the day, click “Exit” on the toolbar or “X”. If you want to leave Employee OnScreen open, but turn off the EFA module, click on the “Log Out” button located below the
“File” option on the toolbar.
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C. EMPLOYEE ON-SCREEN PANEL & EMPLOYEE CALCULATION SHEET
Screen changes and changes to the Employee Calculation Sheet are shown in red.
1. Old On-Screen

2. New On-Screen – with EFA Turned Off
Changes:
• The term “Print” in the toolbar has been changed to “View PDF”. This “View PDF”
should be used if it is desired to view and/or print the PDF image of the Employee
Calculation Sheet prior to any EFA activity
• Employee Start Week is now included
• The What-if term has been changed to Revised
• Imported tasks are shaded
• All fields are now shown in the Revised section and the changed field is shaded Red
• (Not Shown) Special Projects, Non-PEP or Transferred Hours can now be automatically
adjusted to have the employee’s Productivity equal to their 100 Hour Average, a
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selected Productivity Index, or to have Time Available equal zero (for Special Projects
only 1 Special Project task can be automatically adjusted).
•

•
•

A “#” entered into the Revised field will adjust, where possible, the Special Project, NonPEP or Transfer hours to have the employee’s productivity equal their 100 Hour
average.
A “$” entered into the Revised field will adjust, where possible, the Special Project, NonPEP or Transfer hours to have the employee’s Productivity Index equal a selected value.
A “*” entered into the Revised field will adjust the employee’s Time Available to equal
zero (only possible if there are no Standard Hours).

3. New On-Screen – with EFA On
Changes:
• Logout: Field is used when editing session is completed to log out of EFA
• Validate Low, Validate High, and Correction: For the Current Week, when a specific
Employee, PEP Center, and Day are selected, 3 buttons display in order to have the
validations and corrections submitted. See new screen on the following page
• Notify: Shows whether the employee has requested Text (T), Email (E), Both (B), No
Notification (N)
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4. Old Employee Calculation Sheet
.
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5. New Employee Calculation Sheet – with EFA Turned Off
Changes:
• The What-if term has been changed to Revised
• Imported tasks are shaded
• All fields are now shown in the Revised section and the changed field is shaded yellow
• The Employee History Start Week is shown after the Employee’s Name

6. New Employee Calculation Sheet – with EFA On
Changes:
• Who made the change, Type of Notification and whether the change has been reviewed
with the Employee is shown at the bottom
• In addition, the reason(s) is also shown on the bottom
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D. VALIDATIONS
For the employees listed in the “Unvalidated Edits” section of the Daily Edit Report, the
following describes how the manager submits a validation once they have verified that all of
the employee’s payroll and production data is accurate. Two situations can occur:
•

The Reason for the Validation is Known: In this case, proceed to press the appropriate
Validate button.

•

The Reason for the Validation is not known: Either use a tablet computer to review the
data with the employee or print the Employee Calculation Sheet to review with the
employee.

Validations can only be submitted for a specific Workday or PEP Center; validations for “All
Centers’ or “All Week” cannot be submitted. Once the reason or reasons are identified, click on
the appropriate Validation button, i.e., Val-Low or Val-High.
Cook & Associates | Management Consultants – Rev: 10/14/21
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After pressing the Validation button, one of the following pop-up screens will appear. It will
provide the pre-defined reasons for the validation. Buttons at the bottom show additional actions
that are available.

1. Reasons for Validation: Select the reason(s) for the low or high productivity level by clicking on
the appropriate line(s). You can select a maximum of three reasons. If you select “O – Other”
as one of the reasons, a second screen will appear once you click the “Accept & Submit”
button so you can type a description of the reason.
2. Employee Discussion: If you have discussed the reasons with the employee, click the “Review
with Employee” box.
3. Submit or Cancel the Validation: To submit the validation, click the “Accept & Submit” button.
This will automatically update the validation and reasons in PEP. Then the screen will blank out
to accept the next employee. If for any reason you do not want to submit the validation, click
the “Cancel & Not Submitted” to close the screen and return to the Main On-Screen window.
Of all the options, only the Reason Codes (however, an edit without a Reason Code will be
accepted) and the “Accept & Submit” are required, the other actions are optional, including:
• Review with Employee
Cook & Associates | Management Consultants – Rev: 10/14/21
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Print Calculation Sheet with or without Reasons
View the Calculation Sheet

For both Low and High Validations, listed below are several special circumstances that may affect
the submission of these validations:
1. Validation Cannot be Submitted: The message “Correction for Same Day is Waiting for
Update” will appear when you press the Validation High or Low button on the Reason Code
panel and the “Accept & Submit” button will be disabled.
2. Correction Made After Validation: If a correction is made using the EFA module after a
validation has been submitted, the validation record will be deleted from PEP. If the
employee’s PI is still high or low, the employee will re-appear in the “Unvalidated Edits” section
of the Daily Edit Report and a new validation will need to be made.
3. Reviewing with the Employee After the Validation is Submitted: If a validation has been made
and the “Review with Employee” field is unchecked, and then the manager reviews the
validation with the employee, a second validation can be submitted, with or without selecting
any Reason Codes, and the “Review with Employee” field set to “Yes”. If this second validation
entry has no Reason Codes, the original validation will be modified to note that the validation
has been reviewed with the employee. But if the second validation is submitted with Reason
Codes, the second validation will replace the original validation.

E. CORRECTIONS
For employees listed in the “Unvalidated Edits” section or the “Error” section of the Daily Edit
Report, the following describes how a manager checks whether a correction must be made.
Normally that correction will be either to an employee’s production, or payroll and transfer
information. Three situations can occur:
•

The Correction and the Reason is Known and Push Notification is On: In this case, click the
“Correction” button to submit the correction.

•

The Correction and the Reason is Known and Push Notification is Off: The correction can be
shown to the employee while using a tablet computer or a copy of the Employee Calculation
Sheet can be given to the employee, then click the “Correction” button to submit the
correction.
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The Correction and/or the Reason is Not Known: Either use a tablet computer or print a copy
of the Employee Calculation Sheet to review the data with the employee and determine the
correction and/or the reason. If the employee is not on Push Notification, a printed copy of the
corrected Calculation Sheet should be given to the employee.

If the Push Notification is not on for an employee, a copy of the Calculation Sheet will
automatically be sent to a folder in the PEP Office for follow-up with the employee. This is done,
even if the manager has checked the “Review with Employee” so that it can be verified that the
change was actually reviewed.
Corrections can only be submitted for a specific Workday or PEP Center; corrections for “All
Centers’ or “All Week” cannot be submitted. After identifying the correct data and reasons, the
manager enters the corrected payroll, transfer or production data in the appropriate “Revised”
field. The new Productivity level will then be shown and the manager can proceed to submit the
correction by clicking on the Correction button. If another correction has been submitted but not
yet imported, you will get a “Pending” message and will have to re-submit the correction after the
next update has been run.

After pressing the Correction button, the following pop-up screen will appear. It will provide the
pre-defined reasons for the correction. Buttons at the bottom show additional actions that are
available.
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1. Reasons for Correction: Select the reason(s) for the correction by clicking on the appropriate
line(s). You can select a maximum of three reasons. If you select “O – Other” as one of the
reasons, a second screen will appear once you click the “Accept & Submit” button so you can
type a description of the reason.
2. Employee Discussion: If you have discussed the correction and reasons with the employee,
click the “Review with Employee” box.
3. Submit or Cancel the Correction: To submit the correction, click the “Accept & Submit” button.
This will automatically update the correction and reasons in PEP. Then the screen will blank out
to accept the next employee. If for any reason you do not want to submit the correction, click
the “Cancel & Not Submitted” to close the screen and return to the Main On-Screen window.
Of all the options, only the Reason Codes (however, an edit without a Reason Code will be
accepted) and the “Accept & Submit” are required, the other actions are optional, including:
• Review with Employee
• Print Calculation Sheet with or without Reasons
• View the Calculation Sheet
Corrections to Transfers: When a correction is required for an employee transfer, that correction
will affect both the Home and Borrowed-In PEP Centers. The transfer error can be identified by
either of the two managers. However, a key Labor Management concept is to be sure that the
Home PEP Center managers are responsible for controlling the transfer of their employees.
Therefore, if a Borrowed In manager believes that a transfer is incorrect; the correction cannot be
submitted directly to PEP. Instead, it must be done through the PEP Office, or by contacting the
Home PEP Center manager to make the change.
Cook & Associates | Management Consultants – Rev: 10/14/21
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When Home PEP Center managers determine that a transfer is missing or incorrect, they can use
the Hours Loaned Out “Revised” field to enter the correction. By clicking on this field, the following
screen will appear:

For the selected workday, this screen will list each PEP Center that the employee has been
transferred to and the Hours Loaned Out to each PEP Center. Also, if the employee has production
data in a PEP Center but no Transfer Hours, the PEP Center will be listed with “0.00” in the “Act”
field. To change the Loaned Out value, type the correct value in the Revised field for the
appropriate Borrowed-In PEP Center. If a Transfer needs to be made to a PEP Center that is not
shown on the screen, type the PEP Center Number in the field “Add’l Xfr”); then click on the “Rev”
field of that line (at which point, the name of that PEP Center will be displayed on the screen) to
enter the Hours. Note: Adding or modifying a transfer to Off-PEP will also be made from this
pop-up screen. Once the correct Loaned Out Hours have been entered, click “Okay” to return to
the Employee On-Screen window and view the impact of the transfer correction on the Home PEP
Center, and if desired, any of the Borrowed-In PEP Centers. If any other corrections to the Home
PEP Center data have already been entered, or if no other corrections are required, the manager
can then click on the “Correction” button to submit the correction. When the correction is
submitted, a Calculation Sheet is saved for each PEP Center affected by the Transfer change.
For Corrections, listed below are several special circumstances that may affect the submission of
these corrections:
1. Correction Cannot be Submitted: A message will appear when you press the Correction button
on the Reason Code panel “Correction for the Same Day is Waiting for Update”.
2. Correction for Group or Team: This condition will occur for any PEP Center which has Group or
Team entries. Group or Team changes are normally made on the Group or Team entry screens
in the PEP Office. When “Correction” is pressed, a message will display “Notify PEP Office to
enter changes for Group or Team” and the selection for “Accept and Submit” will be disabled.
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A 2nd message will also display “OverRide Send to PEP Office: Accept and Send” with a check box
next to the message. The screen below shows these messages.

If the PEP Office is to make the Group or Team change, then select “Send to PEP Office” at the
bottom of the screen. If it is desirable to ignore the “Send to PEP Office” option and process the
change for the employee directly, click on the “OverRide” check box and the “Accept and
Submit” button will become available. The change for the employee will be directly processed.
Depending on the change, the distribution of the Group or Team units to the other employees
will not update, they will remain as originally entered. By selecting “Send to PEP Office”, a PDF
copy of the Calculation Sheet with corrections for an individual employee will be sent to a
folder on the network to inform the PEP Office that they need to make the change through the
Group or Team entry screen.
3. Correction to Borrowed In Transfer: The message “Notify PEP Office to make changes to
Borrowed-In Hours” will appear when “Correction” is pressed and the “Accept & Submit”
button will be disabled so only “Send to PEP Office” or “Cancel & Not Submitted” can be
clicked. See an example on the following page. By selecting “Send to PEP Office”, a PDF copy
of the Calculation Sheet with the Borrowed In Hours will be sent to a folder on the network to
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inform the PEP Office that they need to make the change to Loaned Out Hours in the Home
PEP Center.

4. Running Updates when PEP Office Action PDFs Exist: When any corrections are submitted by
clicking the “Send to PEP Office” button, the PDF file will be saved in the “PEP Office Action”
folder in the appropriate sub-folder (“TW_Group_Team” or “TW_Borrowed_In_Xfr”). The PEP
Office will need to review each PDF image to identify what the requested correction is and then
take the appropriate action to load the correction into PEP. To inform the PEP Office that
uncorrected PDF files are in the “PEP Office Action” folder, PEP will automatically check the
folders each time an update is run. If no PDF files are in the folder, the update will continue to
run. However, if any PDF files are in either folder, the following pop-up screen will appear:
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The window will list all the PDF files that are in one of the “PEP_Office_Action” folders (up to 10
will be listed in the window with a scroll bar to view any additional PDF images). When this pop-up
appears, the PEP Office has two options:
•

Continue with Update: This option will run the update as is normally done and will ignore
any actions related to the PDF images in these folders. Using this option means that the
PEP Office will temporarily ignore these corrections and take action at a later time.

•

Cancel Update for Open Items: When this option is selected, the update routine will be
cancelled and the user will be returned to the PEP Main Menu. At that time, the PEP Office
Action folder(s) can be accessed and the appropriate action taken.

To avoid making duplicate corrections and to be sure that this pop-up does not continue to
appear after the corrections have been entered into PEP, the PDF files in the “PEP Office
Action” folders should be deleted when the correction has been made.
5. Reviewing with the Employee After the Correction is Submitted: If a correction has been made
and the “Review with Employee” field is unchecked, and then the manager reviews the
correction with the employee, a second correction can be submitted, with or without selecting
any Reason Codes, and the “Review with Employee” field set to “Yes”. If this second correction
entry has no Reason Codes, the original correction will be modified to note that the correction
has been reviewed with the employee. If the second correction is submitted with Reason
Codes, the reasons and the “Review with “Employee” will replace the original correction.
Calculation Sheet Files: While a Calculation Sheet can be printed at any time, the EFA Module
will automatically create and save Calculation Sheets for certain conditions, even if a copy has
not been printed, to a folder named “EFA” located in the network PEPRPT folder. Details for the
archived PDF files are contained in Chapter VII.
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V. SETTING UP AND STARTING PUSH-NOTIFICATIONS
Employees who choose to receive a Push Notification any time a change is made to their
productivity data can choose one of three options:
•

E-Mail: An email with an attached copy of the Employee Calculation Sheet will be
automatically sent.

•

Text Message: A text message with an attached copy of the Employee Calculation Sheet will
be automatically sent.

•

Both: An e-mail and a text message will be sent, with copies of the Employee Calculation
Sheet attached to each message.

How an employee has been set up for Push Notification, whether Push Notification is turned on or
off, can be seen by the code in the far right column of Report 9. To access the menu 480 options
you will have to enter the password”105EFA” to continue. Menu option 480 is only accessible on
an X-Node computer.
For any employees who choose not to accept Push Notifications, a copy of the Employee Calculation
Sheet will be saved to a network folder that can be hand-delivered to the employee.

A.

PUSH NOTIFICATION MESSAGES

When the text or e-mail notices are created, they should contain a generic message that will be sent
to the employee. Since the message or text will come from the person who signed into the PEP
computer to do the update, and probably not the person who should handle the request, a message
should tell the employee who to contact if they disagree with the correction or have additional
questions. So the person who will be handling the request can easily find the correction in the
Archived Corrections folder, the message should also tell the employee to include the Week
Number, their Employee Number, the Day and PEP Center Number of the correction. To define
these messages; select menu option 4841 “Enter Contact Message”.
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When the screen appears, type in the text for the Contact Message. Press Enter to save the entries.
A confirmation field will appear at the bottom of the screen. Type “Y” and press Enter to save the
changes. The generic messages only need to be set up one time.
B.

PASSWORDS AND ENCRYPTION

Keeping each employee’s personal information confidential is a very important consideration in the
EFA and Push-Notification modules.
1. Passwords: The menu option for entering employee contact information is password protected.
A password is also required to print the Employee Contact Information Report. At installation,
this password is the same as the password to enter screen 480 (i.e., “105EFA”), but it can be
reset at any time. To change the password, go to screen 4845 “Change Empl. Contact Password
& Start/Stop Notifications”. A password pop-up will appear. Type the default password
“105EFA” and press Enter to view the following screen.
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Type the new password in the Employee Contact Password field and press Enter. The password
must be six characters long and can only accept alpha and numeric characters. Also, the
password will not distinguish between upper or lower case characters. A confirmation field will
appear at the bottom of the screen. To verify your entry, type “Y” and press Enter to save the
new password. Once saved, that password will be needed for screens 4842 “Enter Employee
Contact Information”, 4843 “Contact Info Report” and 4845 “Change Empl. Contact Password &
Start/Stop Notifications”. The password for screen 480 will always be “105EFA”. If the
Employee Contact Information password has been changed and you forget the new password,
contact Cook & Associates for assistance to reset the password.
2. Encryption: When the employee contact information is saved, the email address and/or text
message contact information is saved using encrypted characters. Anyone who tries to access
the data in this file will not be able to read the information.
C. ENTERING OUTBOUND SPECS & CARRRIER SPECS
To use Push Notifications, the program needs the specifications to send out the messages and also
the specifications to address text messages properly.
1. Outbound Specs: The Outbound Specs are the data the program needs to connect to the
company’s outbound email system. This is a one-time setup action that can be performed
when the module is ready to be turned on. If you are using Microsoft Outlook for your email
accounts, this is the default, and no action is required. If you are using a different email server,
contact Cook & Associates for assistance in setting up the appropriate Outbound Specifications.
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2. Carrier Specs: For employees who choose to receive text messages, the Push Notification
program has to format the text message based on which cell phone company an employee
uses. At installation, the list of existing cell phone companies will be pre-loaded, but if a new
company begins operation, their specifications will need to be added. To update the Carrier
Specs, go to menu 4842 “Enter Carrier Specs”:

For each carrier, enter the carrier’s name in the first field and their SMTP address format in the
second field. Press Enter to save the entries.
D. ENTERING EMPLOYEE CONTACT INFORMATION
To set up the employee contact information, go to screen 482 “Enter Employee Contact
Information”. The Employee Password pop-up screen will appear. Type in the password and press
Enter to view the screen.
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1. Setting Up a New Employee:
•

PEP Number: Input the employee’s PEP Number and tab to the next field. The employee’s
name will appear and, if any contact data has been previously entered, it will also appear on
the screen.

•

Email Address: If the employee wants to receive corrections by email, enter the
employee’s email address in this field. If no email address has been given, tab to the next
field.

•

Phone Number: If the employee wants a text message (alone or in addition to an email),
enter the employee’s cell phone number in this field.

•

Text Message Carrier: If a cell phone number has been provided, click on the down arrow
for this field and select the appropriate carrier name.

When the fields have been filled in for the employee, press Enter to save the information. The
employee’s data will be immediately saved and the screen will blank out to accept another
entry.
2. Modifying an Existing Employee’s Data: To change an email address or cell phone number,
type the new information in the field; or to remove an email or cell phone, blank out the field.
When changing an email address, make sure that any characters from the old address are
deleted from the screen.
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3. Deleting an Employee’s Data: To remove all contact information for an employee, enter the
employee’s PEP Number. When the contact data appears on the screen, press the “F7” key. All
data will immediately be removed from PEP and the screen will be blanked out and ready for
the next employee.
E. CONTACT INFO REPORT
If, for any reason, you need to review the information for all employees who have given their
contact information, you can print the Contact Info Report by going to menu 483 “Contact Info
Report”. The Employee Contact Information password pop-up screen will appear. Type in the
appropriate password, press Enter and the following screen will appear.

Type in the Organization ID that you want to print. The entry can be any level from Company to
PEP Center. Then press Enter to create and print the report. To maintain employee
confidentiality, no copy of the report will be saved or sent to the network.

F. TURNING PUSH NOTIFICATIONS ON & OFF
At installation, the Push Notification module is not active. When the company chooses to begin
using the module, and the initial setup steps have been completed (i.e., loading the Employee
Contact Information, setting up the Outbound Specs and the Notification Messages), use screen
4845 “Change Empl. Contact Password & Start/Stop Notifications”. At screen 480, enter the
password “105EFA” and at 4845, enter the Employee Contact password.
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Tab to the “Process Employee Notifications” field and type “Y” to begin using Push Notifications.
Press Enter and a confirmation field will appear. Type “Y” and press Enter again to activate Push
Notifications. If at any time you choose to stop using Push Notifications, return to this screen and
type “N” in this field. If Push Notifications are turned off, none of the setup information is deleted
from PEP, so the program can be turned back on at any time without having to re-enter all the
setup data.
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VI. EMPLOYEE FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORTS

EFA Reports are designed to provide the Management Team and the PEP Office the tools to
monitor the EFA process and to provide historical data that highlights operational patterns and
identifies opportunities to improve the building’s overall effectiveness and the PEP System
operating efficiency. This is accomplished with the following set of reports.
•
•
•
•

Reports 130 & 131: Incremental & Cumulative Input Details
Report 132: Reason Code Summary
Report 133: Sign-On History
Report 134: Employee History

To request the reports, select option 2 on the Main Menu “Special Reports & Employee Review”
and press Enter; then on menu 200 select option 3 “Employee Feedback Reports” and press Enter.
Then on menu 230, select the report or reports you want to view or print. To print the reports,
select option 6. For the PEP Office to view the reports through Report Manager, press Enter after
selecting the desired reports and the reports can be viewed through Report Manager. If you want
the reports viewed on the network, select option 7 and the reports can be viewed through Report
Manager on network computers. Menu 230 is only accessible on an “X” node computer.

The sample screen print shows Reports 130, 132, 133 and 134 selected and sent to the network.
All reports are created at the Company level and sorted by PEP Center. In addition, Reports 132
and 133 also show totals for the entire company. Also, all reports except Reports 130 and 131 are
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created for the most recently closed week and automatically include a last page containing a
description of the Reason Codes for Low Validations, High Validations and Corrections.
Copies of all the reports are in Appendix (B) of this manual. The following sections review the
objective, description and use of the various reports.

A. REPORTS 130 & 131: INCREMENTAL & CUMULATIVE INPUT DETAILS
The only difference between Report 130 & 131 is the time period covered by the data. Report 130
prints all of the information since the prior version of the report was requested. Report 131 prints
all of the week to date information for the input details.
1. Objective: Since this is the first time in PEP that changes can be made outside the PEP Office,
monitoring of these changes is imperative. This is the objective of Reports 130 and 131. They
guarantee that each Sign-Ons actions are appropriate and that potential serious conditions are
avoided.
2. Description: The report is created by PEP Center and contains separate sections for
Corrections, High Validations and Low Validations.
•

Corrections: Corrections are sorted by the difference between the Original and Revised PI
(from largest to smallest difference) for employees with Time Available greater than 30
minutes. Employees with less than 30 minutes Time Available are shown at the end of the
section. This means that corrections having the largest impact on an employee’s
Productivity are listed first to put greater priority on those changes that make the biggest
impact. For each employee correction, the report shows the Original and Revised
Productivity data (PI, Standard & Time Available Hours, Task Details, and Transfers & Payroll
info). The Original data is on the first line (shaded) and the Revised data on the second line.
In addition, it shows who made the correction, the reason(s) for the correction, the
employee name, Start Week & Job Class, the Workday and the Date & Time the correction
was submitted. At the far right, any changes in Payroll data are highlighted by vertical
lines to be sure this is approved, and if necessary, entered into the Time & Attendance
system. It also shows any Non-PEP changes, and whether the data was reviewed with the
employee (Y/N) and whether the employee received an automatic notification (N = No, T =
Text, E = Email, B = Text & Email). If multiple corrections on the same day for the same
employee have been entered, both corrections will be shown on the report and the sorting
order will be based on the Original PI and the Final PI.
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Validations: For High Validations, the employees are listed from High PI to Low PI while
the Low Validations are listed from Low PI to High PI. As with Corrections, High and Low
Validations with Time Available greater than 30 minutes are listed first and employees with
less than 30 minutes are listed at the bottom. This sorting order means that Validations
can be reviewed in priority order, i.e., extremely high or extremely low productivities first.
The layout of the section is similar to the Corrections section except there is only one data
line, since corrections aren’t made to validations, and there is no Auto Notification of
employees.

3. Using the Report Effectively: The PEP Office and/or the Management Team should continue
to review the PEP Daily Edit Report (Report 2) to be sure all the edits are being addressed.
Then they should use this report to guarantee that the Validations and Corrections are realistic.
•

Do the submitted actions make sense?

•

For Corrections, has the correct data been changed?

•

For Corrections, is the magnitude of the change realistic?

•

Are there reasons given for the correction or validation and are they rational?

•

Were the actions discussed with the Employee?

•

Did the actions indicate the Sign-On has been properly trained?

•

Did the PEP Office have to alter the action taken and was it discussed with the manager?

B. REPORT 132: REASON CODE SUMMARY
1. Objective: This report is the foundation for improving methods and procedures in the overall
building operation and the PEP Program. In other words, it utilizes the Manager/Employee
Feedback actions to highlight problems and potential improvements. All the other EFA Reports
focus on making sure the process is under control at both the managerial and employee levels,
but this report is the heart of the feedback process. For the first time in PEP, or for that
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matter any other Labor Management System, the manager/employee interface is chronicled
and archived.
2. Description: This report is created by PEP Center for the entire company. It has separate
sections for High Validations, Low Validations and Corrections. It also has a summary section
(underneath Low Validations) that shows the Average Edits and the Percent Reviewed for each
organizational group. The Company summary is shown first and followed by each PEP Center.
The PEP Centers are sorted from high to low based on the average number of edits (High & Low
Validations plus Corrections) per active week in the last 52 weeks. This Sortation order means
that the PEP Centers can be viewed in priority order with the PEP Centers with the most edits
per week coming first.
•

Columns: Time Period, Average FTE’s, Average Edits, Percent Total (equals the number of
employees with edits each day divided by the number of employees that worked that day),
Percent Reviewed with Employee (number of employees whose edits were reviewed with
the employee divided by the total number of employees with edits), for each type of Edit,
the Percent of Validations or Corrections by Reason Code (Code “O” means “Other” was
selected and contains a description. Code “P” means “Other” was selected without a
description or an edit was submitted without any Reason Codes).

•

Lines: The first line shows the Company or PEP Center name (shaded). To show a total
historical profile, 4 lines are provided: This Week, Last Week, Year-to-Date, Last 52 Weeks.

3. Using the Report Effectively: Based on this report, the PEP Office and the management team
should analyze and take corrective actions on a weekly basis.
•

Reason Codes: Use the Reason Code percentages to identify the most frequent reasons for
Validations and Corrections. Then take actions based on this analysis to improve
operational efficiency and to eliminate conditions that are affecting the building’s metrics
and the PEP processing system. Be sure that Reason Code “P” is not being used to rubberstamp edits and bypass the concepts of the Employee Feedback Analysis process.

•

Summary Data: Use statistics such as Average Edits and the Total Employees with Edits to
be sure that proper control ranges have been established. Once this is confirmed, take
actions to correct the editing environment in those PEP Centers that appear to be out of
control due to inadequate training, poor performance, or a failure to follow up and correct
editing problems.
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Follow Up: Using the historical profile, see whether the trends in the data are showing that
improvements are being made based on the recommendations and training provided to the
management team.

C. REPORT 133: SIGN-ON HISTORY
1. Objective: This report is the foundation for “managing the managers”. It accomplishes this
by providing the history for all the User Sign-Ons. Using this data, the PEP Office and the
Management Team can evaluate the “Sign-Ons” effectiveness and take appropriate actions. It
clearly assigns responsibility by manager for the Employee Feedback Analysis and editing
process.
2. Description: The report is created by User Sign-On for the entire Company. It separates
sections for High Validations, Low Validations and Corrections. It also has a Summary Section
(underneath Low Validations) that shows the Average Edits and the Percent Reviewed for the
Total Company and each Sign-On. The Company summary is shown first, then the Sign-Ons are
sorted from high to low based on the average number of edits (High & Low Validations plus
Corrections) per active week in the last 52 weeks. This Sortation order means that Sign-Ons can
be viewed in priority order with the highest Sign-On activity coming first. The Sign-On history is
not by PEP Center. In other words, the Sign-On activity for any one person is consolidated for
all PEP Centers.
•

Columns: Time Period, Average Edits during the Time Period, Percent Reviewed with
Employee (number of Employees whose edits were reviewed with the Employee divided by
the number of Employees with Edits), for each Type of Edit, the Percent of Validations or
Corrections by Reason Code (Code “O” means “Other” was selected and contains a
description. Code “P” means “Other” was selected without a description or an edit was
submitted without any Reason Codes).

•

Lines: The first line shows the Company or Sign-On name (shaded). For easy reference, the
Sign-Ons are numbered consecutively. To show a total historical profile, 4 lines are
provided: This Week, Last Week, Year-to-Date, Last 52 Weeks

3. Using the Report Effectively: Based on this report, the PEP Office and Management Team
should analyze and take corrective actions on a periodic basis, i.e., at least each month. The
report should be used to identify problem areas such as:
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•

Is the workload for the Sign-On realistic?

•

Are the Reason codes for any Sign-On dis-proportionate from the Company and why?

•

Is the Sign-On not following the requirements for Employee Feedback Analysis and overusing code“P” and bypassing the objective of EFA?

•

Is the Sign-On “rubber stamping” the reasons for the Validations or Corrections?

•

If the percent for Codes “O” and “P” are high, has the PEP Office analyzed the descriptions
for Code “O” and revised the Reason Code list (this can be done by using the Archived
Reason Code “Other” PDF Images folders)?

•

Does the activity shown on the report indicate that the person is properly trained?

•

Is the Sign-On spending a realistic percent of time reviewing edits with employee?

•

Follow up by using the historical profile to see whether the trends in the data are showing
that improvements are being made based on the recommendations and training provided
to the management team

D. REPORT 134: EMPLOYEE HISTORY
1. Objective: This report provides the information to work with employees to improve their
performance and to clean up their recording errors. It accomplishes this by providing a 4 week
history for any edit activity during that period. Using this information, managers can take
effective action to determine the reasons for High & Low Validations and Corrections and
determine whether the edits are caused by the systems, by training, or by the employee.
2. Description: The report is created by PEP Center for the entire company. It contains 4 weeks
of data and a total for the 4 week period. A company summary is shown first and followed by
each PEP Center. The PEP Centers are sorted from high to low based on the total number of
edits (High & Low Validations plus Corrections) in the 4 week period. The employees in the PEP
Center are sorted from high to low based on the total edits during the 4 week period. This
Sortation order means that the PEP Centers can be viewed in priority order with the PEP
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Centers with the most total edits coming first and the employees within the PEP Centers with
the highest edits also coming first. The data is based on the employee’s worked-in PEP Center.
•

Columns: Reference Numbers for each PEP Center and for employees within the PEP
Center, Employee Number, Employee name, Employee Start Week, and then 4 weekly
sections along with a total section on the far right. Within each section, there are 4 fields, H
for High Validations, Reasons (showing the 3 most frequent Reason Codes), L for Low
Validations, and C for Corrections and T for the Total Edits.

•

Lines: The first line shows the Company or PEP Center name (shaded). Each line within the
PEP Center shows the employee data. At the bottom, the PEP Center totals are shown.

3. Using the Report Effectively: Based on this report, the PEP Office and the managers should
analyze the data and take action at least once a month. The report should be used to identify
problem areas such as:
•

Is the total number of edits acceptable and is it increasing or decreasing during the 4 week
period?

•

Are the problems identified by the most frequent codes being generated due to systems,
training or employees?

•

Identify the employees with the most edits and determine whether actions taken over the 4
weeks are showing a decrease in the number of edits for the employee.

•

Determine whether the editing range should be changed for employees to reduce the need
for High or Low Validations (Normally this can be done for high performing employees if it is
certain that their data is correct. However, changing the range for low employees is
probably not recommended since they must be able to meet minimum standards).
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VII. ARCHIVED EMPLOYEE CALCULATION SHEET PDF IMAGES

When corrections are submitted using the EFA module, a PDF image of the Employee Calculation
Sheet is automatically saved to a folder on the network. Also, a PDF image of the Employee
Calculation Sheet is saved for both Corrections and Validations if the Reason Code “Other” is
selected. The PDF folders serve several purposes:
•
•
•

Actions that should be taken by the PEP Office
Analysis of the “Other” Reason Code to improve the list of pre-defined Reason Codes
Archived employee corrections to be used if employees have questions

The above chart shows the folder structure for the various PDF saved images. All the folders are in
the “PEPRPT\EFA” folder with sub-folders for each of the purposes.

A. PEP OFFICE ACTIONS
There are three types of actions that are performed by the PEP Office:
1. Borrowed-In Transfers: This will only be required if a manager attempts to put in a transfer
from a Borrowed-In PEP Center (transfers must be entered from the Home Center). Therefore,
unless the Borrowed-In PEP Center manager asks the Home PEP Center manager to perform
the transfer, these PDFs will be automatically flagged by EFA to let the PEP Office enter the
transfer information. Once the transfer has been entered, the PDF should be deleted to
prevent a duplicate entry. Non-deleted PDFs are kept for the Current and Previous week.
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2. Team/Group Corrections: These corrections must be entered using the Team or Group entry
screens in the PEP Office. EFA identifies whether the original data was entered through the
Group or Team screen and provides the PDFs so that the PEP Office can make the appropriate
corrections using the Team/Group screen. Once the team or group entry has been entered,
the PDF should be deleted to prevent a duplicate entry. Non-deleted PDFs are kept for the
Current and Previous week.
3. No Auto Sent Notifications: These PDFs are provided to the PEP Office to be sure that
employees who have not received Auto Notifications are aware of the changes made to their
data. This can be for employees where the PDF shows that the change was not discussed with
the employee; or if it shows the corrections were discussed, the PEP Office may want to verify
that this is correct. Once the PEP Office is assured that the employee has been appropriately
notified, the PDF should be deleted to prevent duplicate effort. Non-deleted PDFs are kept for
the Current and Previous week.

B. REASON CODE “OTHER”
These folders are used to analyze the reasons that are given when the “Other” code has been
selected. Sub-folders are provided for Corrections, Low Validations and High Validations. The
data is kept for 13 weeks. The PDFs during that period can be reviewed to see the frequency of the
“Other” reasons and decide whether the pre-defined Reason Codes should be altered.

C.

EMPLOYEE CORRECTIONS

There are two types of Archived Corrections:
1. All Corrections Archived: These PDFs are archived for 5 years and can be used to provide
correction details for all employee corrections made over a five year period. They can be used
to provide details to employees who request change documentation.
2. Corrections Sent: These PDFs are provided for all corrections where an Auto Notification was
given to the employee. These PDFs are archived for 5 years and can be used to verify that Auto
Notifications have been sent to an employee.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE REASON CODES
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APPENDIX A – SAMPLE REASON CODES
LOW VALIDATIONS
A. Poor Work Flow or Unavailable Work
B. Very Difficult Work or Problems
C. Unusual Number of Interruptions
D. Performing Work Not Required
E. Using Poor Work Methods
F. Taking Too Many Breaks
G. System Very Slow or With Errors
H. Transfer Travel Time Excessive
I. Associate New to PEP Center or Task
J. Associate Always Has a Low PI
K. Associate Not Feeling Well
L. Time Standard Appears Too Tight
M. TA Hours Too Small for Accurate PI
N. Total PEP Ctr PI Unusually Low
O. Other – With Description
P. Other – Without Description or No Reasons
HIGH VALIDATIONS
A. Very Good Work Flow and Work Volume
B. Unusually Easy Work
C. System Very Fast and No Errors
D. Taking Acceptable Shortcuts
E. Using Best Methods
F. Taking Unacceptable Shortcuts
G. Work Quality Poor
H. Associate Specializes in Task
I. Assisted by Second Associate
J. Associate Always Has a High PI
K. Data Appears to be Suspicious
L. Time Standard Appears Too Loose
M. TA Hours Too Small for Accurate PI
N. Total PEP Ctr PI Unusually High
O. Other – With Description
P. Other – Without Description or No Reasons
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CORRECTIONS
A. No Daily Activity Sheet Submitted
B. No Transfer Submitted
C. Daily Activity Sheet Addition Error
D. Data Entry Error In PEP Office
E. Recording Error by Associate
F. Wrong Entry in Extra Credit Task
G. Special Project Too Difficult to Measure
H. Allowance for Excessive Travel Time
I. PI Adjusted to 100 Hour Average
J. Transfer Mis-Punch
K. Time & Attendance Mis-Punch
L. Time & Attendance System Error
M. WMS Download Quantity or Task Wrong
N. Revised Correction by PEP Office
O. Other – With Description
P. Other – Without Description or No Reasons
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APPENDIX B: REPORT COPIES
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APPENDIX B – SAMPLE EFA REPORTS

A. Report 130: Incremental Input Details
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B. Report 131: Cumulative Input Details
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C. Report 132: Reason Code Summary
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D. Report 133: Sign-On History
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E. Report 134: Employee History
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APPENDIX C: TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
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APPENDIX C: TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

There are a variety of ways that training can be accomplished for Employee Feedback
Analysis (EFA). This Appendix section summarizes one of the approaches.
A. PRE-REQUISITES
Prior to starting the training in the new EFA module, the PEP Team, key Building
Managers, PEP Center Managers and Human Resource Personnel should be trained
or re-trained in how to use the existing Edit Report (Report 2), including the current
Validation and Correction procedures. In addition, all participants should be trained
or re-trained in how to use the current Employee On-Screen Task & Hours panels,
including the use of the “What-if” columns. This can probably be accomplished in a
two to three hour session.

B. SETTING UP THE PROGRAM, TRAINING THE PEP OFFICE AND CREATING A
PILOT INSTALLATION
Prior to starting any training, the new PEP software upgrade should be installed on
all PEP Data Entry computers and network user computers. (As previously
mentioned, the 9/16/19 upgrade should be installed even if there is no intention to proceed
with the EFA module ). The PEP Office should then take the following steps:
1. Create An Initial Set Of High & Low Validation And Correction Codes: This can
either be done by using the sample codes in Appendix A or a customized set can
be developed for each specific building by meeting with the management team
and discussing possible reasons for the validations and corrections.
2. Set Up The Sign-Ons: This can initially be PEP Office personnel and a few selected
managers. Once the initial training is completed, this can be expanded into a list
of trained Sign-Ons to cover the entire building.
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3. Activate The EFA Module: Using the existing edit routines, have the PEP Office
and selected Sign-Ons make validations and corrections using EFA. The remaining
part of the building can continue to operate similar to what’s currently being
done. “Play with” the revised Employee On-Screen panels and print the revised
Calculation Sheets to see what can be done with the new features. Also, check on
transfers, Group data entry, etc.
4. Review The Results Of The EFA Activity: This can be done by checking the
following activities and reports:
• Check the Edit Report to see whether the validations and corrections are
reflected in the updated data.
• Review Report 130 (or Report 131) to check that the EFA activity is
recorded properly. If changes are required, enter the corrections.
• Check that the folders have been automatically set up for the various PDF
archiving and that the documents are in each folder.
• After closing the week, review Reports 132, 133, and 134 to see the results
of the EFA activity.
5. Set Up A Test For Push Notifications: If it is decided to use Push Notifications,
take the following steps:
• Enter the standard instructions for the employees to respond to the text or
email.
• Select some sample employees and enter their contact information.
• Verify that the appropriate notifications are received.

C. FINAL IMPLEMENTATION
After running the Pilot Installation for perhaps two to four weeks, if the PEP
Management Team is confident of the results, get Building Management
permission to implement the program throughout the facility.
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1. Standardize The Review Process: Based on the new EFA features, refine the
existing edit review process, including:
• Distribution of the Daily Activity Sheets
• PEP Office responsibility for the Edit Report before sending to the
network
• How the PEP Center managers should use the Edit Report to make
validations and corrections
2. Training: As in all new implementations, training is paramount. This can be
done in group seminars which should be geared to between two and four
hours and should cover all of the activities that the PEP Office participated in
during the pilot installation.
3. Setting Up The Program For Full Implementation: At the management training
meetings, the PEP team should refine the reasons for validations and
corrections and enter the revisions in the program. Then the following should
be done:
• Expand the Sign-Ons to cover all PEP Centers
• If desired, expand the Auto-Notification for all employees who want
emails or texts for changes.
4. Start EFA: It’s imperative that the PEP Office carefully monitors the EFA
activities:
• Check Report 130 (131) thoroughly and review the results with the PEP
Center Managers and Sign-Ons.
• Provide additional training where required
• Streamline the editing process and make any necessary changes
• Take corrective action for any Managers, Sign-Ons or Employees who
are not fulfilling the EFA requirements
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5. Use The EFA Data: The PEP Office should analyze the EFA Reports and
spearhead a move with the Management Team to make appropriate changes
and improvements.
• Use Chapter VI in this manual “Employee Feedback Analysis Reports” to
see how the reports can be used to improve the building operations and
the PEP Program
• Once the recommendations for improvement have been identified,
follow-up to be sure that the desired benefits are being achieved
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